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About This Game

Note: this is the standalone version of Invisible Apartment Zero 2 was released in early 2016; however, we encourage you to
download the same story as a DLC (downloadable content) from the main application:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/351790/

Second part of the cyberpunk visual novel series. Set in a future in a mega city where surveillance and hacking are part of every
day life, it revolves around human relations, their dreams and their fight for living a free life.

Invisible Apartment 2 is our first longer format visual novel. Part one, which is already available on Steam for some time now
was a free introduction to the whole series. This part takes place months after the events of the previous part with a bunch of

new characters and a ton of new locations.

Fetch the other parts of the series too. Invisible Apartment 1 and Zero are both available on Steam:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/351790/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/369120/
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Waste of $10.00...none of the scenarios work!!!. Nothing made sense, there was no story closure, no character progression, the
game mechanics had no logic, no depth, there was virtually no interactivity so I might as well have watched a let's-play... Pretty
graphics and soundtrack, but that's it.

With some games, even if the gameplay isn't stellar, a player can derive something from the feeling of being in control of the
character that they can't get from watching a let's-play (The Stanley Parable is an excellent example of this), but that's not the
case here. There's nothing.

The controls are point-and-click. You guide the character around on a leash and solve "puzzles," and by “puzzle” I mean "click
arbitrary things on the screen in an arbitrary order." What sort of things? Click all the ducks, or click all the trees, or click all the
bushes – in a specific, arbitrary order. It's just trial and error, with no rhyme or reason. If you think perhaps I'm exaggerating, I
don't blame you, but I'm not. This game really is that mediocre.

Occasionally you'll have to fight something. Combat in this game is an extremely simple rhythm game. It's tricky-enough to be a
little frustrating, and bare-bones-enough to be boring.

The world that you explore is simultaneously small and tedious. There are maybe three dozen locations. They're all pretty, and
backed by a great soundtrack, but devoid of things to do. Around half of the locations are completely purposeless, and serve to
do nothing more than take up your time as your character (slowly) walks through them on her way to the place you're trying to
get to.

To be perfectly honest, I'm fine with games having decorative content that's just there to immerse you and give you a place to
chill out. Trouble is, these locations actually GET IN THE WAY of gameplay. I don't want to spoil too much, but there's a
sizable chunk of the game that you spend walking back and forth between two locations at opposite ends of the map, and I am
completely baffled by that design decision.

Now we have to talk about the story and dialogue, and... Oh boy...

The game opens with a man who appears to be a shrink sitting in a plush chair. He breaks the fourth wall and speaks directly to
the player as his patient. He refers to the game by name, describing it as a “therapy.” The game is broken up into four “therapy
sessions.” If all of this sounds horribly pretentious, that's because it is. The therapist (referred to as “The Archetype”) even
subtly hints that if you aren't enjoying the game, it's because you aren't approaching it with the right mindset.

The Archetype persists throughout the game, constantly giving you “hints” (more like outright telling you what to do next) and
breaking the fourth wall. There is almost no opportunity afforded to the player to suspend disbelief.

Most of the game takes place in a fairly classic fantasy setting, with swords, shields, monsters, ghosts and spellbooks. But the
characters, inexplicably, talk like modern-day stoners. That's the most accurate description I can give. Even the dog. No, really,
even the dog. It's not funny or clever at all. At first it's quirky, but the novelty wears off as you meet more characters, and
discover that every single one talks in the same way. It's like reading a fanfiction that's trying for self-depricating humor and
falling short. None of the characters speak seriously, and it makes it that much harder to get immersed in the game.

Anyway, that was my experience playing Sword and Sworcery. I finished the game, and I kind of regret it.. great game!.
Unfortunately I can't review the gameplay as the game will not run on my vive. :( Sad face.

Look forward to seeing this game working...

Push an update guys!

UPDATE: Ok so the game is no longer showing up in my VR list... I wish I knew what that meant...
UPDATE2: Turn off SteamVR, it works, sorta, no sound. But at least now I can shoot zombies like I'm the hero of my own
silent film.
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UPDATE3:

After 15 minutes of gameplay, it is over. You get what you pay for.. This "game" is a joke.

Everything this game tries to do just falls flat and hard on its' face. I don't know how these sorts of games get past Greenlight
and they don't belong on Steam. This game should be FREE!

I noticed the game dropped in price from the 7$ that I paid to the now 4$. I don't understand why people are giving the game
positive reviews when the game is broken and boring. The game has a single jumpscare and it's not a very good one. The story
doesn't exist, or if it does I didn't undertand it because of how badly translated the game is.

The game needs a lot of work, but the devs are too busy making trading cards for the game.

Here is a full playthrough of this garbage:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=hdyeVIlT_Bk
. I like puzzle games, but this... Good idea, bad realization.. I used to play this game alot. Even tho i have 200 hours in steam i
played more thank1k hours in this game. I used love it untill the pinetop patch. Let me tell you what happend. the map came
smaller the pvp are worse the hackers came in the glitchers always killing with glitches. Well i love games based on this. I
growed on this game. I can never forget it. If someone have game similar to this that have good and legit pvp feel free to add me
and tell me about it.. Deus Ex Machina is one of those games you have to experience at least once. You might find it incredibly
artistic and thought-provoking. You might find it confusing and amateurish. Either way, I'm sure it will leave an impression.

Having experienced this on the ZX Spectrum, sadly I have some issues with this version. Collision detection is wonkier, and flat
out missing in the one section with the baby and the eyes. The projectiles seem more unfair. None of this is game breaking
because you can't really lose or win this game. You just experience it.

The remastered version and in-game commentary are cool. I prefer the abstract expression of the original visuals, but being able
to play it both ways adds value. And for $5 why not? This game has stood the test of time very well I think, and I'd highly
recommend it if you're up for a heady, abstract, kind of psychedelic gaming experience.. Good game but feels incomplete. I
made it to 1987 with 30 games and $120K in funds. Then the game announces that I can play through 1987 but no new games
will be available which basically means that you arcade has nowhere to go but down. The base gameplay is solid but is lacking
details. During my play session, I did find a few things annoying and a few things I would add:

1. There is a "clunk" sound that seems to be reused too much. It sounds like the same sound when your machine is full of money
or some kid is bashing on it or the coin slot is jammed. The problem is you have some kid running around breaking your games
(that you have to pay to fix) but that sound could also be something else far less serious. It should be a unique sound like a kid
yelling or something.

2. The one employee you can hire is almost useless (but still costs you $800\/mo). He will stand around while your machines are
full of coins and unable to accept more. You will still have to run around 30 machines emptying the coin boxes over and over
and over and over. The jerk won't even re-fill the soda machine. I should be able to pay an emlpoyee more money and have him
do a better job. Where are the security guards? Repair techs? By the way, what does the guy at the counter actually do besides
nothing?

3. Time passes too fast. True in real life too I suppose.

4. Not enough games or variety of games. There really is no reason this game should end in 1987. Arcades were still viable up
through the mid-1990s. The game should start out in 1970 with pinballs then b&w paddle games then on through the 80s with
videos and laser-disc games, and end in the 90s with fighting and gun games. It would be nice to see the evolution of the arcade
over a 25-year arc. All games over 6-7 years old should be considered classics.

5. There are no redemption-type machines.

6. Why am I limited to 30 games? There is floor space for more as it is but you should the option to expand your space.
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7. Why can't I advertise? Even lemonade stand on the Apple II had this feature. Radio? TV? Flyers? I want to spend some of my
scrilla to promote my arcade to make...more...scrilla. How about holding tournaments?

8. There should be an option to set the games to free play or nickel play and maybe an option to charge an admission.

9. When I saved my game (oh yeah.. why only 1 save game slot?) I had a 5-star arcade. When I loaded it back, I had a 3-star
arcade. WTF? I am anxiously awaiting the day when a computer game can have multiple save slots. If only that technology
existed. I tell ya, we can put a man on the moon...

10. Where is the air hockey table? Seriously guys, there is no such thing as a respectible arcade without an air hockey table.

11. Why so few pinball machines and cocktail games? Should not be hard to change the textures to make more. While on the
subject, there should be several newly released games to choose from each month including uprights, cocktails, cockpit,
pinballs, etc. One measly new game option per month (or some months, none) is not compelling.

Anyhow, this is a good game. It is fun but ultimately the lack of content and very limited flexibility (oh boy I can buy a pumpkin
head and a christmas tree) does let it down. In my case, once I got to 1987 and had a successful arcade, there really is no
compelling reason to play it again. Recommnded but just barely.. Not quite as good as Croodle's World.
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"Join up to 8 friends (or complete strangers!) in cooperative and competitive modes" - Outright lies!

Multiplayer is absolutely not cooperative. While you can harvest kills that your friends make there is no coop story mode
available and I would hardly count wandering around the map shooting things as "coop". Animals constantly bug out either
losing AI completely or not dying from shots (including multiple point blank shots to the heart, lungs, spine etc). Animals
constantly bug out running against trees and bushes leaving them as a free kill, or whole flocks of ducks can be found bugged
into the ground. Occasionally animals can be seen wandering in the sky. This should be Early Access... I am requesting a refund
immediately and regret asking my friend to try it with me.. Really fun game, i havent played that far yet but the story seems
funny and the gameplay is like many other management\/simulation games except this one adds a bit more fun with these mini
games you have to do. So far so good! Now I'm just waiting to beat down Kim.. Exactly what I look for in a survival horror
game. Great look and decent gameplay elements, plus it seems like it's got a decent story. I need to play it more but there are a
few gameplay bugs that break the game for me currently.

The devs seem pretty responsive with the release of the game yesterday so I feel like this will likely be fixed soon. My particular
issue is that the use button is not responsive most of the time. Seems like this is something they'll probably find out from other
gamers pretty quickly.

I'm a bit bummed at no gamepad support considering this is a Unity game. It's something that is very easy to add (trust me, I
work in Unity a lot). So I'm hoping that this will be fixed soon too!

All in all, provided these issues are fixed soon, I totally recommend this game! Well worth $10.. It says I only have 20 minutes
played, and that's as much fun as you can possibly have with it.. I love these new great weapons!. Currently there is the prologue
and episode 1.

I really liked the chapters so far, yeah the puzzles aren't really puzzles and more search for the items, but to me that's more
realistic in the sense that, that is what a detective would do; search for evidence and then arrest the culprit.

Really looking forward to episode 2 and 3 Cx
. This VN is a definite masterpiece that shouldn't be overlooked upon, and for various reasons!

In terms of storytelling, the selling point is definitely how the concurrent timeline among protagonists is handled, as well as how
the slightest changes in choices can affect others' fate while mostly avoiding being repetitive. Narrative delivery for each
protagonist is just spot-on with the predicament they're facing. The comedic parts of the story are also cleverly written...though
many of them can also induce feeling of discomfort at the same time when taking the stakes at hand into account (I'm looking at
your bad ends, Minorikawa).

The use of live actors instead of hand-drawn 2D characters may seem strange or even off-putting at first, but it actually works
perfectly with the VN; if anything, many of the scenes probably *wouldn't* have turned out as powerful if it instead went by the
2D illustration approach. Even when the shots are limited to stills or limited animation, the actors' performance really shines and
synchronizes well with the writing. Playing through Tama's route, for example, really feels like watching a sitcom. Seriously, my
utmost respect to the live actors and the team involved.

Nothing to say about the soundtrack except it is awesome and very fitting for the theme. The tracks also really help to bring out
the atmosphere conveyed by the story when combined with both the writing and the photo stills.

My sole complaint is the text box overlay is not dark enough so reading through a few parts can be discomforting, but hey, I'll
manage. Otherwise 10\/10 wouldn't shut up to tell people to play this.. DISCLAIMER: There are currently pretty much no
people playing the game
But it seems pretty fun and since it's at 1\u20ac right now I'd highly reccomend it
However you should buy it together with friends to play it
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